The conventional high-level sensing techniques require high-fidelity images as input to extract target features, which are produced by either complex imaging hardware or high-complexity reconstruction algorithms. In this letter, we propose single-pixel sensing (SPS) that performs high-level sensing directly from coupled measurements of a single-pixel detector, without the conventional image acquisition and reconstruction process. The technique consists of three steps including binary light modulation that can be physically implemented at ∼22kHz, single-pixel coupled detection owning wide working spectrum and high signalto-noise ratio, and end-to-end deep-learning based sensing that reduces both hardware and software complexity. Besides, the binary modulation is trained and optimized together with the sensing network, which ensures least required measurements and optimal sensing accuracy. The effectiveness of SPS is demonstrated on the classification task of handwritten MNIST dataset, and 96.68% classification accuracy at ∼1kHz is achieved. The reported single-pixel sensing technique is a novel framework for highly efficient machine intelligence.
INTRODUCTION
As the development of computer vision and computer graphics, there rises a number of high-level sensing tasks that teach machines to perceive the physical world, such as image classification, semantic segmentation and object detection [1] . These applications require high-fidelity images as input to extract precise target features, which largely rely on complex imaging hardware such as high-sensitivity sensors and achromatic lens, and high-complexity reconstruction software such as denoising and deblurring algorithms [2] . These requirements make current sensing systems with high cost, much running time, low sensing rate and heavy communication load. The drawbacks impede the promotion and popularization of practical high-level sensing applications. In most applications, however, the target locates only at partial regions of interests instead of the entire field of view. In other words, there exist a certain number of pixels that contain little useful information for sensing in natural images and videos. These informationless pixels waste both hardware and software costs. In this sense, the conventional imaging-sensing framework is not an optimal choice for machine intelligence to a certain extent. Intuitively, bypassing the complex imaging process and directly obtaining target features instead of images/videos is a feasible solution to improve the efficiency of both information acquisition and sensing.
To this end, we propose a novel technique termed single-pixel sensing (SPS) in this letter. SPS performs high-level sensing directly from coupled measurements of a single-pixel detector instead of an array sensor, without the conventional image acquisition and reconstruction process. SPS shares its roots with the single-pixel imaging (SPI) technique [3] [4] [5] . In the conventional SPI system, the light is first modulated by a spatial light modulator, and then converged and captured by a single-pixel detector. Optimization algorithms such as compressive sensing methods are required to reconstruct the target image, from the coupled measurement sequence and corresponding modulation patterns. Differently in the proposed SPS technique, however, the data is directly input into an end-to-end neural network for high-level sensing. Therefore, the conventional image reconstruction process is removed, and the computational complexity is largely decreased.
The compressed learning (CL) technique is also related to the proposed SPS method. Davenport concept of compressed classification in 2007 that utilizes random binary patterns to modulate light, and derived a maximum likelihood optimization algorithm to classify the target scene from compressed measurements [6] . The strategy was then extended to compressed learning that enables to deal with various high-level visual inference tasks such as face recognition and action recognition, using either the conventional statistical optimization methods [7] [8] [9] or the popular deep learning methods [10] [11] [12] . However, the modulation patterns utilized in the above methods are randomly generated. Though random modulation is able to maintain irrelevance among different measurements, it may be not an optimal choice owning the highest efficiency for a specific classification task or a specific class of target scenes [13] . To optimize light modulation, Adler et al. [13] took modulation patterns as a part of a neural network, which were jointly optimized with the subsequent inference operator. However, the pattern training process is implemented with no specific regularization. As a result, the modulation patterns are in grayscale and contain negative values, which are hard or need much time to physically implement using a spatial light modulator. Consequently, both the hardware complexity and acquisition time are largely increased.
To increase modulation efficiency, we build an end-to-end deep learning framework to optimize the binary modulation patterns. The framework consists of both an encoder that modulates and couples target light field into one-dimensional measurements, and a decoder that infers semantic information from the single-pixel coupled measurements. The weights of the encoder are regularized to be binary in the training process, which is beneficial for fast physical implementation (∼22kHz). The encoder and decoder are trained together as a whole neural network, which ensures both least required measurements and best sensing performance. Once trained, the encoder weights represent the binary modulation patterns to generate coupled measurements, and correspondingly the decoder is able to output final sensing results directly from the coupled measurements in an end-to-end manner. This largely reduces computational complexity and storage memory cost.
Since the SPS system employs single-pixel detection, it inherits the advantages of SPI systems in two aspects. First, the working spectrum is widely extended benefiting from the utilized single-pixel detector. This paves the way of non-imaging sensing beyond the visible range where array sensors are expensive or not available. Second, the signal-to-noise ratio is largely increased by orders of magnitude, because all the light from target scene is converged to the single detection unit. This is beneficial for low-light applications.
METHOD
The reported SPS system is sketched in Fig. 1 . The light is modulated by a spatial light modulator following the pre-trained binary patterns. Here we employ a digital micromirror device (DMD, ViALUX V-7001) that works at ∼22kHz in the binary modulation mode, which is two orders-of-magnitude faster than the conventional gray-scale modulation. The modulated light is conjugated to the target scene, and the transmitted/reflected light is then converged by a lens to a single-pixel detector. We employ an Si amplified photodetector (Thorlabs PDA100A2, 320-1100nm) together with a 14-bit acquisition board (ART PCI8514) in the proof-of-concept setup. The detector acquires the total light intensity. With a series of patterns varying by the DMD, a sequence of coupled measurements is obtained. the conventional SPI system that utilizes both the acquired data and modulation patterns to first reconstruct the target image and then extract features for subsequent sensing, the SPS system directly inputs only the acquired data into the pre-trained endto-end decoder network and outputs the final sensing results.
The designed end-to-end sensing network is shown in Fig.  2 . It consists of two parts including the target encoder for binary modulation with high speed, and the sensing decoder to produce sensing results from the coupled measurements with high accuracy. The encoder contains one fully-connected layer without bias representing the modulation patterns. Assuming that the pixel number of target scene is M × N, the number of input features of the fully-connected layer is M × N, and the number of output features is M × N × R (R is sampling ratio defined as the ratio between measurement number and pixel number). The sensing decoder comprises two parts. The first part has one fully-connected layer for feature inference, with the number of input features being M × N × R and the number of output features being M × N. The second part outputs final sensing results. Different sensing tasks require different sensing networks to produce best performance. Here in this letter, we take the image classification as an example, and the sensing network is designed based on the state-of-the-art image classification network structure termed EfficientNet [14] . EfficientNet is a convolutional neural network, whose structure is optimized by searching and balancing network depth, width and resolution. The designed EfficientNet-based classification network is shown in Fig. 2 , which contains 11 convolution stages in total that are comprised of different types of the mobile inverted bottleneck MBConv [15, 16] .
The network training process consists of two stages, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). In stage 1, the weights of both the encoder and decoder are optimized simultaneously. In practice, the weights of the encoder is gray-scale and contains negative values if there is no ragularization. To realize binary modulation, an extra binarizing operation on the encoder weights is required for each epoch of forward propagation. The metric of optimized binary weights is to make them as close as possible to the grayscale ones to ensure minimum loss. Mathmatically, assuming that there exists a scaling factor α so that
where W is the gray-scale weight matrix, and αW b ∈ {α, 0} denotes its binarized version calculated as
Based on the above notations, obtaining the optimal binary weights equals to solving the following optimization problem as [17] 
which can be rewritten as
Taking the derivative of F(α) with respect to α and setting it to zero, we have
For each forward propagation, as shown in Fig. 3 , the scaling factor α and binarized weights αW b are first calculated following Eq. 5 and Eq. 2. Then, the gray-scale weights are replaced with those binarized ones, which are utlized to calculate the network loss and corresponding gradients. In each backward propagation, the gray-scale weights are updated using the gradients. In such an iterative training strategy, the optimal binary encoder weights can be obtained.
To further improve sensing accuracy, we design the additional training stage 2 as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , in which the encoder weights are fixed and only the decoder weights are updated. The reason of incorporating an additional training stage is that at the end of training stage 1, though the gradient flow goes back through the whole network, the little variation of the gray-scale encoder weights (W) is not enough to inverse the sign of its weights (W b ). In such case, the binarized encoder Training stage 1 1 0 -1 Fig. 3 . Overview of the first training stage (3 steps).
Step 1: binarize the gray-scale weights and calculate the scaling factor α.
Step 2: perform the forward propagation.
Step 3: perform the back propagation and update the gray-scale weights. Finally, the optimized binary patterns are obtained after the training stage 1.
continues to bring loss to the framework and impedes its optimization. To avoid the updating stagnation, the encoder weights are fixed as its binary version, and only the decoder weights are updated. In this way, the gradient flow only goes through the decoder to better match the fixed encoder and improve sensing performance.
In the testing part as shown in Fig. 2 (c) , the optimized binary weights of the encoder are resized as the light modulation patterns. Correspondingly, the single-pixel detector acquires a sequence of coupled measurements, which are fed as the input of the sensing decoder. The decoder outputs the sensing results of the target scene.
RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the reported SPS technique, we implement the method on the classification task of the hand-written MNIST dataset [18] . The MNIST dataset comprises 60000 training images and 10000 testing images, which spread over 10 classes from digit '0' to '9' in total. Each image is in gray scale and contains 28 × 28 pixels. In the training stage 1, we use the Adam solver for gradient optimization, and set the weight decay being 1e-4. The learning rate is initialized as 1e-3, and is decreased by a factor of 10 for every 30 epochs. A total number of 80 epochs are trained. The loss function used here is cross-entropy. In the training stage 2, we fix the encoder weights, and only update the decoder weights with the same training parameter settings as stage 1. The classification performance on the MNIST dataset is shown in Table 1 . By defining the sampling ratio as the ratio between measurement number and pixel number, we explore the influence of different sampling ratios on final classification accuracy. In experiments, we set the sampling ratio ranging from 0.01 to 0.1, and corresponding measurement number ranges from 8 to 78. The results show that the classification accuracy improves as the sampling ratio increases. Specifically, the classification accuracy increases from 91.73% to 96.68% as sampling ratio increases from 0.01 to 0.03. As sampling ratio further increases above 0.03, the classification accuracy improves little. To conclude, benefiting from the binary modulation and joint-training framework, the classification can be implemented at the rate of as fast as ∼1kHz, with ∼97% classification accuracy.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this letter, we report a non-imaging single-pixel sensing (SPS) technique that performs high-level sensing without images. The technique consists of three steps including binary light modulation, single-pixel coupled detection, and end-to-end sensing. The advantages of the SPS technique lie in the following three aspects. First, it removes the conventional image acquisition and reconstruction process, and utilizes an end-to-end neural network to directly perceive the target from coupled measurements, which reduces both hardware and software complexity. Second, the binary modulation is trained and optimized together with the sensing network, which ensures least required measurements, fast physical implementation and high sensing rate. Third, the single-pixel detection brings wide working spectrum and high signal-to-noise ratio, which benefit for non-visiblerange and low-light applications. The SPS technique has been successfully demonstrated on the classification task of handwritten MNIST dataset, and experiment results show that it enables 96.68% classification accuracy that can be performed at ∼1kHz.
The SPS technique is beneficial for communication and encryption. The reasons lie in the following two aspects. First, the required data contains only the coupled single-pixel measurements, which is around two orders-of-magnitude less than the target image. Such a small data size largely relieves communication load. Second, the decoder matches only to the optimized encoder because both of them are trained as a whole neural network. In this sense, there is little chance to reproduce the decoder without modulation information, and thus the mechanism is beneficial for encryption.
The SPS technique can be further extended. First, the network structures of both the encoder and decoder can be further investigated and improved. This may further reduce modulation patterns and improve sensing performance. Second, the pixel resolution of light modulation can be dynamically adapted for different target scenes and different sensing tasks. For those applications that require fewer features, neighboring pixels can be binned together to reduce modulation patterns while ensuring sensing accuracy.
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